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Clossiiy
"Okay," said Maria. "I've got it. Start guessing.,,

Luis was happy. He loved playing "20 questions" with his older sister.

"Is it alive?" he asked.

"Yeso" said Maria.

Hah! thought Luis. This should be easy to narrow down. ,,Is it an animal?,,
"No," said Maria.

"Then it's a plant?" asked Luis.

"No," said Maria. She smiled at her little brother.

Luis scratched his head. "It's alive, but it's not a plant or an animal?,,
"That's right," said Maria smugly.

Luis frowned at her. "You know, this game's a lot less fun for me since you started taking that
biology class."

Clqssificofion
Biologists do not know exactly how many species of life exist
on Earth. As of 2006, there are about 1.75 million species that
have been given names, but the number of named slecies on the
planet is nowhere near the estimated 14 million thai are
believed to exist! In order to work with this large number of
life-forms, biologists classify life-forms. classification (the
process of classifying something) is not limited to biologists.

' Geologists classify rocks, astronomers classify planets und ,turr,
and psychologists classify personality types. In fact, almost
anything can be classified: food can be classified as Mexican,
chinese, or Italian; movies can be classified as horror, comedy,
or action.

So, how does the process of classification work? If you look at
the above examples, it is clear that things are crassified based on
shared characteristics. For example, movies that make you laugh
are usually classified as comedy. In science, the same principle
applies: an organism that has eight legs is classified as a spider,
while an organism with six legs is classified as an insect.
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why should an organism be classified based on characteristics it shares with otherorganisms instead of characteristics that make it different?

Toxonomy
The science of classifying things has been termed taxonomy. Traditionally, the term taxonomydescribed the classification of living organisms by biologists, but recently, it has been used todescribe classification in general.

carolus Linnaeus (Swedish botanist, ph111ian, and zoolog ist, 1707-177g) developed theprinciples used in Taxonomy in the laie 1700s. These principte, are called the Linnean systemof Nomenclature' Even though his ideas for the Linnean system are over 200 years old, thesystem is still used today (with some rirodifications). Linnaeus realized that organisms can beclassified into increasingly specific groups based on shared characteristics within the membersof the group' His grouping system had seven different levels: kingdom, phylum, class, order,family' genus' species' In this system, kingdom is the most general, and species is the mostspecific.

This system of classification may sound confusing, but an example should clear things up. Inthe following chart, each level of the Linnean System is listed, and the classification of a polarbear is given' on the right hand side of the diagiam are examples of characteristics used togroup different organisms into the particular leiel of classification, along with animals thatbelong at each level.

polar Bear
Grouping Classification Gharacteristics Example Animals

Kingdom

Phylum

Class

0rder

Family

Genus

Species

Animalia

Chordata

Mammalia

Carnivora

Ursidae

Ursus

maritimus

multicellular

vertebrate

hair, produces milk
eats meat, pointed teeth

short tail, five toes each fool
"true bears"

arctic habitat

Aardvark, Tiger, Panda, Griuly Bear, polar Bear
Tiger, Panda, Griuly Bear, polar Bear

Panda, Grinly Bear, polar Bear

Grizzly Bear, polar Bear

Polar Bear

Jellyflsh, Shark, Aardvark, Tiger, panda, Grizzly Beaffiar Bear
Shark, Aardvark, Tiger, panda, Griuty Beir, potir eeir =J
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Based on the classification chart, does a polar bear have a short tail? How do you know?
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If you notice in the diagram on page 18, the genus and species names for the polar bear are in

italics. Scientists use the genus and species names to describe the species (so they do not have to

say every name from kingdom to genus). Calling a species by two names is known as binomial

nomenclature (Latin for "two-part name"). When binomial nomenclature is used, the genus

name is capitalized and italics are always used. If you are writing by hand, the name is always

underlined. For example, a polar bear is known as (Jrsus maritimus.If you are writing by hand,

it will be Ursus maritimus.

The five kingdoms
Originally, Linnaeus only defined two kingdoms: Plantae and Animalia-plants and animals. As

time has passed, scientists have added other kingdoms to the original two' These other kingdoms

have been added because of technology (the use of microscopes to examine bacteria, for

example) and because of new characteristics to describe organisms (DNA characteristics,

embryonic development, and so on).

Here are the kingdoms in a typical five-kingdom classification:

. Monera: Includes bacteria and blue-green algae. These single-celled, microscopic

organisms are the most abundant life-forms on Earth. They also may have been the first:

Scientists believe that phttosynthetic monerans helped to oxygenate the Earth's atmosphere

billions of years ago. Monerans have no nuclei.

. Protista: Includes amoebas and euglenas. Protists can be single-celled and microscopic,

but unlike monerans, they have nuclei. They can also be multicellular, but unlike plants or

animals, they lack any specialized tissues and organs. They are commonly called ptotozoa.

. Fungi: Includes mushrooms, yeasts, and molds. Yeasts are single-celled, but most other

fungi are multicellular. Fungi decompose other organisms, an important role in maintaining

a healthy ecosystem.

. Plantae: Includes mosses, ferns, and trees. Plants are usually multicellular, although some

(most red, brown, and green algae, for example) are single-celled. Plants make their own

food by absorbing sunlight. They generally cannot move about freely.

. Animalia: Includes microscopic animals, shellfish, and humans. Like plants, animals are

multicellular, but they eat other life-forms for their nutrition. Most animals can move about

freely.
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Scientists have changed the system as they have learned more about the characteristics of living

things. DNA technofgy, fo, example, has helped scientists discover similarities between life-

forms that they did nol know existed before' Fo' 
""u*ple, 

the giant panda has been shown to be

related to the bear, whereas earlier biologists thought it was a relative of the raccoon'

Why is it incorrect to classify a bat as a bird?

Unit I - Processes of Scienf ific lnquiry
pfis8,i$,b.i

why do you think Linnaeus used only two kingdoms in his classification system?

It's no surprise that Linnaeus started his taxonomy with plants and animals' They are the easiest

organisms to observe, after all. As scientists learned more about microscopic life-forms' it

became necessary to add different kingdoms for organisms that were neither animal nor plant'

Today, there isn't solid agreement about how many kingdoms there actually are' For example'

some scientists argue thai viruses are living things because they can reproduce while other

scientists disagree because viruses 
"un 

orr{ ,"p-du." when inside of a host cell and they lack

most organelles found in other types of o,lunltttt cells' Any taxonomy has exceptions' such as

plants that have some characteristics of fungi' Some scientists recognize as many as

13 kingdoms to describe all the variations in tite' A five-kingdom system is the most widely

accepted system by the scientific community'

Keys to KeeP
€= Orgonisms con b" ploced into o clossificoiion system bosed on shored chorocferistics'

fu Shored chorocteristics include morphology {body shope)' behovior' DNA similorities'

ond embrYonic develoPmeni'
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Explore lf Yourself
When a taxonomist finds an unknown organism, he or she needs a way to identify it.
Taxonomists use a thought-tool called a dichotomous key. The key is a series of paired

statements or questions regarding the organism's characteristics. By going through the key step-

by-step, taxonomists can niurow down what species an organism is or is related to. The

following exercise will give you practice using a dichotomous key.

Susan's family has moved to a new home with a large oak tree in the backyard. Susan's mother
is an expert on oak trees. She made a dichotomous keyfor Susan to use to identify the type of
oak tree.

Question l: Red oak or white oak?

1a) Lobes of leaf rounded:,go to r$testion 2
1b) Lobes of leaf sharp: go to question 3

Question 2: What type of white oak is it?

2a)Leaf white on back; shallow spaces between lobes: s.vamp white oak_
2b)Leaf dark green on'front and back; deep spaces between middle lobes: bur oak

Front Back
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Unit I - Processes of Scienlific Inquiry
l**lrtli#.*r*i

Question 3: What type of red oak is it?

3a) Acorn cup deep with loose scales, covering one half of nut: black oak
3b) Acorn cup shallow with thin scales, covering one fourth of nut: northern

red oak

Step 1: Look at the leaf under Question 1 and decide whether it is described by la or lb.

Step 2: Based on your answer in Step 1, should you go to the second or third set of statements

(Question 2 or Question 3)?

Step 3: After going to the second or third set of statements, look at the drawing and determine

which of the paired statements describes the drawing.

Step 4: What species of oak tree is in Susan's backyard?

22
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Whqt Does lt Meqn?
1' what would have happened if Susan had made the wrong judgment in the first set ofstatements in the dichotomous key?

what does this tell you about what can go wrong when using a dichotomous key?

a

The dichotomous key written by Susan's mother was very simple. what are some otherstatements susan's mother might have included in the teyr 6rint: what other
characteristics might help you identify an oak tree?)

I

In the space below, write your own simple dichotomous key. It need not be for identifyingan animal or plant' For example, you rrusht make a key for telling apart similar types ofcars, or similar styles of clothes, or similar types of music.
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OCCT Prqctice

Which of the following statements

about the Linnean SYstem of
Nomenclature is not true?

A It has not changed since it was

developed.

B It is a system used to classifY all

forms of life.

C It is used todaY bY biologists.

D Organisms are classified in the

Linnean SYstem bY the

characteristics theY share with

other organisms.

Look at the organism below.

Characteristics
. no nucleus
. single cell

In which kingdom in a five'
kingdom system does this organism

belong?

A Plantae

B Protista

C Monera

D Animalia

ffi
Imagine you have been given

another species from the kingdom
of the organism in question #2.

Without examining the organism,

which of the following statements

must be true?

A It is autotroPhic.

B It is multicellular.

C It is a type of fungi.

D It has no nucleus.

ffi
Why is the sYstem of binomial
nomenclature imPortant?

A Scientific names are easier to learn

than common names.

B Many species often share common

'names, which can be confusing'

C The system tells You about the

organism's habitat tYPe'

D The system is based uPon the

ancient Greek language.



Harry is studying moths. He found two moths in his backyard and wrote down
their characteristics in the following table.

M, 1..il.o..ttij,.?,

cellspot no no

hindwing black black-white bands

forewing gray and yellow bands blue-gray

la. cell spot - plebian sphinx
lb. no cell spot - go to (2)

2a. hindwing has black-white bands - go to (3)
2b. hindwing is single color - go to (4)

3a. forewing is yellow-gray - Canadiar.r sphinx
3b. forewing is blue-graf- great ash sphinx

4a. forewing is yellow - Clemen's sphinx
4b. forewing has gray and yellow bands - Frank's sphinx

According to the table and the key, which conclusions can be drawn about the
moths?

A Moth 1 is a Frank's sphinx; moth2 is a great ash sphinx.

B Moth 1 is a plebian sphinx; moth 2 is a Frank's sphinx.

C Moth 1 is a Clemen's sphinx; moth 2 is a Canadian sphinx.

D Moth I is a great ash sphinx; moth 2 is a Clemen's sphinx.

Review 2: OCCT Procfice
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